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Abstrat
In the diusion-ollision model, the unfolding or bakward rates
are given by the likelihood of seondary strutural luster dissoiation.
In this work, we introdue a bakward rate alulation modeled from
a Kramers-type thermal tunneling through a barrier, whih represents
the free energy potential well for buried hydrophobi residues. Our
results are in good agreement with urrently aepted values and the
approah suggests a link between the diusion-ollision and folding
funnel models of protein folding.
I. Introdution
In the diusion-ollision model (DCM) of protein folding (Bashford et al
1988, Karplus and Weaver, 1976, 1979, 1994) the protein is modeled using
a olletion of spheres onneted by exible strings. The spheres represent
the seondary strutural elements suh as α-helies or β-sheets, alled mi-
rodomains, that make up the protein.
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The folding proess from a ompletely unfolded protein to the the nal native
state is aomplished via diusion through the solvent, ollision, and nally
oalesene of the mirodomains. The state of the protein is dened by the
number of pairings (hydrophobi interations) between the mirodomains
that are present at a given time t. The rate equations for transitions between
these states an be written as
dP(t)
dt
= KˆP(t) (1)
where P(t) is the vetor of states and Kˆ is a matrix ontaining the transition
rates between the dierent states.
As an example, onsider a simple monomeri protein ontaining two α-helies
A and B joined by a onneting string. This gives us a one-pair/two-state
system. We will all state 1 the state when the two mirodomains are not
in hydrophobi ontat, and state 2 when they are hydrophobially doked.
In this ase (1) an easily be written out expliitly
P˙1(t) = −k1→2P1(t) + k2→1P2(t)
P˙2(t) = k1→2P1(t)− k2→1P2(t)
(2)
or in matrix form as
d
dt
(
P1(t)
P2(t)
)
=
[
−k1→2 k2→1
k1→2 −k2→1
](
P1(t)
P2(t)
)
. (3)
A more ompliated protein having, say, n mirodomains would involve
p = n(n − 1)/2 pairings, 2p states Pi(t) and a 2
p × 2p rate matrix Kˆ. In
general the alulation of the elements of the rate matrix Kˆ is somewhat
involved. The forward rates are the rates of mirodomain oalesene. In
the diusion-ollision model the forward rates are alulated assuming the
mirodomains diuse through a solvent environment, the spae of whih is
limited by the length of the intervening strings and the van der Waals radii
of the mirodomains. These mirodomains are assumed to be nasently
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formed, and their degree of formation is given by a helix-oil transition the-
ory (Zimm and Bragg, 1959, Lifson and Roig, 1961) as in AGADIR (Laroix
et al, 1998, Munoz and Serrano, 1994 a,b,, 1997) alulation in the ase of
α-helies, or via a ombination of theory (Munoz et al, 1998) and experiment
(Dinner et al, 1999) in the ase of β-sheets. As the mirodomains undergo
diusion, they oasionally ollide. When this happens the mirodomains
oalese with a probability γ, being held together by hydrophobi intera-
tions in the ase of α-helies, or a ombination of hydrophobi and hydrogen
bond interations in the ase of β-sheets. The oalesene probability γ is
given by the likelihood that the mirodomain is in α-helial or β-sheet form,
the perentage of hydrophobi area, and the likelihood of proper geometrial
orientation upon ollision.
The forward folding times in the mean rst passage time approximation
(Weiss, 1967, Weaver, 1979, Szabo et al 1980) are given by
τf =
l2
D
+
LV (1− γ)
γDA
(4)
where V is the diusion volume available to the mirodomain pair, A is the
target area for ollisions, D is the relative diusion oeient, γ is the prob-
ability of oalesene upon ollision and l and L are geometrial parameters
alulated for diusion in a spherial spae. The inverse of the rst pas-
sage time-sales τf are the forward folding rates kf that are used in the rate
matrix Kˆ. In the example given by (2) and (3), kf is k1→2.
The mirodomain pairings an also dissoiate. To date, in typial diusion-
ollision model alulations, the form of the bakward folding, or unfolding
times τb used for two mirodomains A and B omes from from the Van't
Ho-Arrhenius law (Van't Ho, 1884, Arrhenius, 1889) given by
τb = ν
−1efAAB/kBT (5)
where f is the free energy hange per unit buried hydrophobi area in the
pairing (Chothia, 1974), AAB is the buried area (Lee and Rihards, 1971),
kB is Boltzmann's onstant, T is the temperature and ν is an attempt rate.
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In diusion ollision model alulations to date the attempt rate is a param-
eter whose value must be set by hand, usually requiring some guess work or
adjustment to obtain the desired result (see for example Burton et. al 1998).
The typial values used lie in the range 1×109s−1−1000×109s−1, obtained
from estimates of ovalent bond osillation frequenies (Fersht, 1999). This
proedure is not expliitly stated in most diusion-ollision model studies;
it is justied, however, when the equilibrium oupation probabilities of the
states are known. In fat, the rate onstants an be alulated from suh
probabilities (Chandler, 1987). In ases where the nal oupation proba-
bilities are unknown, for instane in studies of protein mis-folding and non-
native kineti intermediates (Bek et al., 2000), suh methods are learly not
possible.
In this work we show how the parameter ν, or more generally the unfold-
ing rates, an be determined from thermal utuations providing a means
of avoiding the guesswork. This makes the diusion-ollision model more
preditive and enables it to be used in situations where the nal oupation
probabilities are unknown.
II. Calulation of the Unfolding Rates
In order to alulate the bakward rate it is onvenient to view the unfold-
ing proess as that of diusion within, and esape from, an eetive one-
dimensional potential well. This is a good approximation if only motion per-
pendiular to the hydrophobi ontat surfae is important in mirodomain
pair dissoiation.
Consider the pair of mirodomains A and B onneted by a string. Mi-
rodomain oalesene and dissoiation an be approximated by diusion in
a potential like the one depited in Figure 1. The quantity that diuses is
the separation between the mirodomains and we an think of
dP (x) = ρ(x)dx (6)
as the fration of mirodomains with a distane between them in the range
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Figure 1: Diusion potential for the two mirodomains A and B. The poten-
tial is innite on the far right beause the mirodomain separation annot
exeed the length of their onneting string. On the left it is also innite,
in this ase beause of the hard-ore repulsion of the van der Walls on-
tat between the mirodomains. The potential energy barrier has a height
Eb = fAAB, the free energy dierene between paired and unpaired states
with a buried hydrophobi area AAB, and width L, whih we take to be the
diameter of a water moleule.
x and x+ dx. In a potential V (x) the probability density ρ(x) satises the
one dimensional Smoluhowski equation
∂ρ(x, t)
∂t
=
∂
∂x
[
D
(
∂ρ(x, t)
∂x
+ ρ(x, t)
∂V (x)
∂x
)]
. (7)
The outer boundary on the far right is given by an innite potential, arising
from the two mirodomains oming to the end of their onneting string.
The inner boundary is also innite, stemming from the hard-ore repulsion
of the van der Waals ontat between the mirodomains. The well depth
Eb = fAAB is the free energy dierene between paired and unpaired mi-
rodomains and the well width L is set to the diameter of a water moleule.
A separation larger than L exposes the mirodomain to the solvent, the free
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energy savings is lost, and the mirodomains separate, resulting in an esape
from the potential well.
The forward folding rates an be satisfatorily found by the mean rst pas-
sage time using the method outlined above (4). As a onsequene of this we
shall forego diret analysis of the entire diusion proess and onentrate on
the esape of a bound mirodomain out of the potential well in order to nd
the bakward folding rate.
If we onentrate on the part of the potential where x < L in Figure 1, we an
think of the potential as being perfetly reeting on one side and partially
permeable on the other. The permeability arises from the thermal utu-
ations in the energy whih allow the mirodomains to esape the bounded
region, provided they have suient energy, and it an be expressed using
an appropriate hoie of boundary onditions. We proeed as follows.
For the inner boundary, representing van der Waals ontat, we impose per-
fetly reeting boundary onditions, meaning the ux through the boundary
is zero
J(0, t) = D
dρ(x, t)
dx
∣∣∣∣
x=0
= 0. (8)
The ux at the permeable boundary at x = L depends on the density of
mirodomains at that boundary and the probability that the mirodomain
energy is high enough to thermally tunnel through the boundary. The dif-
ferential element of ux at the boundary L of mirodomains with relative
veloity between v and v + dv is given by
dJ(L, t) = vρ(L, t)dN(v) (9)
where
dN(v) =
(
µ
2pikBT
)
1/2
e−µv
2/2kBTdv (10)
is the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, namely the fration of mirodomains
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with relative veloities between v and v+dv and µ is the redued mass given
by
µ =
mAmB
(mA +mB)
(11)
where mA andmB are the masses of the two mirodomains. The distribution
is normalised so that the bounds of the integral go from −∞ to ∞.
It is lear that in order to nd the total ux through the outer boundary at
L we must integrate over all mirodomain veloities larger than +
√
Eb/2m
sine the potential well height is Eb, and only mirodomains with veloity
higher than that an esape and thus ontribute to the ux leaving the well.
This yields a ux out of state 2
Jout2 (L, t) = ρ(L, t)
(
kbT
2piµ
)1/2
e−Eb/kBT (12)
If we assume that the probability is uniformly distributed aross the well,
then ρ(x, t) = P2(t)/L everywhere within the well. This is a reasonable
assumption beause the permeability of the well is so low. Furthermore it
an be shown that typially the damping time (or veloity autoorrelation)
time is onsiderably smaller than the well rossing time and the mean rst
passage time. Clearly then, diusion in the interior of the well distributes
the mirodomain separations evenly among the available spae and therefore
Jout2 (L, t) =
P2(t)
L
(
kbT
2piµ
)1/2
e−Eb/kBT . (13)
The interesting result is that by using a stationary ux method (Kramers,
1940), or equivalently setting P2(t) = 1, the outward ux at the boundary
in one dimension Jout(L, t) is the fration of mirodomain pairs rossing the
boundary at L per unit time and thus learly idential to the unfolding rate
kb for the AB mirodomain pairing. Below we explain this in more detail
and show more generally how the rate equations of the diusion-ollision
model (1, 2) an be derived from the diusion equation.
To understand this, we remember that the Smoluhowski equation (7) is
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simply a detailed statement of the equation of ontinuity
∂ρ(x, t)
∂t
= ∇ · J(x, t) (14)
The quantity in brakets in (7) is the ux J(x, t), whih inludes the ordinary
∇ρ(x, t) term, and the seond term whih takes into aount external fores.
Integration of both sides of (14) over the bound part of diusion volume,
using the divergene theorem on the R.H.S. and assuming isotropi ow into
and out of the boundary of the diusion volume yields
dP2(t)
dt
= n · J(t)A = {J in2 (t)− J
out
2 (t)}A. (15)
The LHS of this equation is the rate of hange of probability in the bound
region. On the RHS n is a unit vetor normal to the boundary, n · J(t) is
the net ux whih traverses the boundary surfae and A is the area of that
boundary surfae. We suggestively write the net ux n · J(t) in terms of
J in
2
(t) and Jout
2
(t), the probability uxes in and out of the diusion volume
in question.
We see from omparison to (2) that (15) an be written out expliitly for
our ase
{J in
2
(t)− Jout
2
(t)}A = k1→2P1(t)− k2→1P2(t). (16)
One an easily see that the positive terms on either side of (16) are equal to
eah other as are the negative terms. Referring to (12), this quantity is
Jout2 (t)A = k2→1P2(t) (17)
making the rate
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k2→1 =
Jout
2
(t)A
P2(t)
. (18)
In this expression the one-dimensional area through whih the probability
is owing is simply a point and therefore A = 1 so identifying Jout
2
(t) with
(13) we an solve for the unfolding rates in Kˆ, k2→1 in (2) and (3), by dividing
(13) by P2(t), or setting P2(t) = 1 in (18) aording to the stationary ux
method. We nd the bakward folding rate in the one-dimensional ase to
be
k2→1 =
1
L
(
kBT
2piµ
)1/2
e−Eb/kBT . (19)
The terms preeding the exponential orrespond to our predition for the
Van't Ho-Arrhenius attempt rate ν in (5). As an example, the attempt
rate found for a oalesed pair of 16-residue Regan-Degrado (Regan and
Degrado 1988) helies with a ombined hydrophobi area loss of 600Å2 is
64× 109s−1.
We believe that the most probable dissoiation of a mirodomain-mirodomain
pairing ours via relative motion along a vetor onneting the enters-of-
mass of the two mirodomains. This implies that typially the one dimen-
sional ase is the best way to view the dissoiation event and therefore that
one should use (19) to go about alulating the rate. The one dimensional
ase should also be suient if there is an unzipping of paired α-helies.
It is possible, however, that dissoiation may also inlude a relative rolling
motion or other motion perpendiular to the axis onneting the mirodomain
pairs. In this ase one needs to repeat the alulation above with a few mi-
nor dierenes: The relative veloity distribution of the mirodomains is still
the one dimensional Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution beause the degrees of
freedom parallel to the surfae through whih the probability is owing do
not ontribute to esape from the well, the probability in the bound region
is assumed to be evenly distributed in a two-dimensional volume, namely
ρ(x, t) = P2(t)/piL
2
in the two-dimensional analogue of (12), and the ux
goes through a two-dimensional area A = 2piL in (18). This alulation
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yields the result
k2→1 =
2
L
(
kbT
2piµ
)1/2
e−Eb/kBT . (20)
Due to the steri lashing of the side hains it seems rather unlikely that
dissoiation would inlude a relative sliding motion along the axes of the
mirodomains. For ompleteness, however, we inlude the three-dimensional
result derivable from analogous onsiderations to the ones given above
k2→1 =
3
L
(
kbT
2piµ
)1/2
e−Eb/kBT . (21)
Although the three-dimensional result seems an unlikely andidate for pro-
tein unfolding it may be relevant in the ontext of molten globules.
This approah sueeds in removing the free parameter ν from the model,
and allows us to nd the bakward rates from a simple energeti model based
on diusion in a potential with appropriate boundary onditions. Moreover
our results for the one, two and three-dimensional unfolding rates have a√
T/µ dependene that ould be used to distinguish between this and other
proposals for the mehanism of helix-helix dissoiation.
The removal of the parameter ν is important when onsidering folding pro-
esses whih do not involve the native state. In previous appliations of the
diusion-ollision model, the folding kinetis from a denatured or random
oil state to the nal native state were followed. In suh a ase, it is rea-
sonable to set the parameter ν suh that the native state ahieves 90 or 95
perent of the probability, beause we know that the nal state is attained
at the end of the folding proess. In studying intermediate proesses or more
importantly, non-native intermediates (Bek et al, 2000), where the oupa-
tion probability may be ompletely unknown, suh reasonable estimates of ν
are not available. In this ase, elimination of ν as a free parameter is ruial.
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III. Conluding Remarks
We have presented a alulation for the helix-helix dissoiation rate using a
simplied potential surfae, a square potential having a depth equal to the
free energy savings of hydrophobi doking and width equal to the diameter
of a water moleule. We have found the unfolding rates arising from thermal
utuations out of this potential well to be in good agreement with urrently
aepted values of ν. The potential itself is due to hydrophobi fores, whih
to date are not well understood and for this reason the potential hosen was
simple.
The initial motivation of this work was to eliminate the free parameter ν
from the diusion-ollision model. In the ontext of this model our result
should allow us to perform kinetis simulations than were not possible before,
for instane time developments of non-native intermediates, in whih the
oupation probabilities are unknown, and reasonable estimates for ν are
not possible.
The results presented here also predit a ν ∝
√
T/µ dependene in all ases
whih an be distinguished experimentally from other proposals suh as the
ovalent bond model where ν ∝ kBT/h¯ (Fersht, 1999). Another dierene is
the dependene of the unfolding rates on the states, not only through the hy-
drophobi area, but also through the redued mass µ of the mirodomains or
groups of mirodomains undergoing dissoiation. This is markedly dierent
from typial diusion-ollision model alulations where the attempt rate ν
is assumed to be the same for all dissoiation events within the protein.
Along the way we have re-examined the idea that ouhing the problem
of assoiation and dissoiation of mirodomain pairs via diusion over a
potential surfae aords us a lear and simple piture of the protein folding
proess. Indeed, the rate equations of the diusion-ollision model an be
derived from suh a piture. Interestingly, the potential energy surfae is
an element of other models suh as folding funnels (for an overview see
Bryngelson et al 1995).
Admittedly, our approximation is rather rough. The thrust of future work
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should therefore be in onstruting more realisti potentials inluding ati-
vation energies of hydrophobi dokings.
Generalization to more omplex proteins is straightforward beause every
interation between helies or lusters of helies an be onsidered a two-
state proess similar to the one desribed above; generally, the folding or
unfolding of a given protein involves several suh proesses. In this ase
the diusion spae for eah possible pairing ould be onstruted, and the
forward and bakward rates for eah transition an be found, as outlined
above, to onstrut the transition rate matrix Kˆ in order to nd the time
evolution of the state vetor P(t). This is a muh more tenable proposition
than diretly solving the Smoluhowski equation (7) on suh a ompliated
potential surfae, although it ould be done in priniple.
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